
MYSTERIOUS SKIN ESSAY

Gregg Araki's Mysterious Skin, from the novel by Scott Heim, is an Mysterious Skin is a hauntological movie, about
irreparability and ghostly presences. . Your review towards the end could be used as a topic for an essay.

The stories have been destroyed and with only the reality left, they have no choice but to cry, alone in a house
that has moved on. The abuse itself is troublingly ambiguous: though it unquestionably did harm to both boys
the film is in no way an apologia for sex with minors , this harm cannot be separated from who they are and
what they have become. Both are lucky to have friends of tact and kindness: Michelle Trachtenberg's Wendy
knows there is something deeply wounded about Neil, but accepts it and worries about him. He has become a
hustler, compulsively turning tricks with older men who remind him of the coach, turned on by the
impersonality and occasional abuse of these encounters, and seemingly indifferent to their dangers AIDS, and
sometimes direct physical harm. Neil turns tricks at the public park, while Brian hangs out at the library and
keeps a notebook of his nightmares about aliens. At eight, he already knew that he was gay. Now, we already
know that he was not abducted by a UFO, that it's actually the coach, which changes the way that we view
these scenes. What happened during those five hours? I find myself numb after watching "Mysterious Skin"
nearly five hours ago. The scene has a combination of flashbacks shots Neil narrates to Brian what happened
the night he list his memory and the present time. This scene's revelations seem to be an attempt by the
director to finally expose Coach for the monster he was. There is little sense that Neil enjoys sex, or that he is
"gay" in the way, for example, that his friend Eric is -- Eric, who likes flamboyant hairstyles and black lipstick
but never seems to have sex. It is not a message picture, doesn't push its agenda, is about discovery, not
accusation. It is a new experience for Neil, who is used to being adored and fawned over. Both Neil and the
coach were responsible for what happened to Brian, and that's no an easy thing for Neil to admit. The two
stories have quite disparate tones, but I think they work well together, and in light of the finale, it's clear that
the film needs both stories to have its full impact. The fact that Neil at age fifteen becomes a male prostitute
who scores middle-aged johns at a playground pick-up spot is ostensibly a critique of his earlier experiences
with Coach. He does. On the first viewing it's sometimes difficult for me to survey the full impact of a film
because I'm anxious about how the narrative will resolve itself, and that was the case here. I really like their
discussion in front of the movie screen, the idea that they would want to watch a movie of their lives that ends
with them standing in front of the screen is definitely something I could see myself saying. The monster at the
center of this film is so attractive that he seems blameless, and he turns the boys not into pathological wrecks,
but into attractive sexualized portraits of young men.


